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Existence and stability of rigid photovoltaic solitons in an open-circuit amplifying
or absorbing photovoltaic medium

Jinsong Liu*
State Key Laboratory of Laser Technology, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan 430074, China

~Received 12 December 2002; published 19 August 2003!

A different type of photovoltaic soliton is predicted for open-circuit photovoltaic media with a gain provided
by two-wave mixing. Such solitons are a result of a double balance, i.e., loss is balanced by gain and
diffraction is balanced by nonlinearity that is due to both, photovoltaic effects and two-wave mixing. Exact
bright and dark analytical solutions are obtained under the condition that the signal beam is much weaker than
the pump beam. Such solitons have fixed amplitude and width for the fixed values of the system parameters
and hence are namedrigid photovoltaic solitons. When the pump beam is switched to a background illumi-
nation, rigid photovoltaic solitons can become previously observed photovoltaic solitons. Numerical simula-
tions show that rigid photovoltaic solitons are stable against small perturbations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photovoltaic~PV! solitons in photovoltaic-photorefractiv
~PV-PR! crystals have been widely investigated theoretica
@1–3# and experimentally@4–7#. In order to shorten the for
mation time of PV solitons, such as open-circuit PV brig
solitons in a KNSBN crystal@4#, people usually add uniform
background irradiance to the entire crystal@4,5#, in a manner
similar to that to generate screening solitons@8#. Additional
uniform background irradiance can be equivalent to eff
tively increasing the dark irradiance, which is typically ve
small ~mW/cm2! in all oxide and sillenite PV-PR materials
thus permitting observation of microwatt solitons with 0.1
s response time in these materials@2#. Because the signa
beam, i.e., the self-trapping beam and the background l
usually come from a same laser, the background light is
larized strictly orthogonal to the polarization of the sign
beam, such as the background light is ano ray when the
signal beam is ane ray, which allows to avoid the possibl
coupling between the background and signal beams. In
paper, however, we predict that a different type of spa
solitons can exist if the polarizations of the two beams
not strictly orthogonal. In this case, the two beams c
couple each other by PR two-wave mixing and hence
signal beam can obtain a gain from the background light t
in fact, has played a role as a pump beam. Such solitons
fixed amplitude and width for the fixed values of syste
parameters. Consequently, for the moment, we call th
rigid photovoltaic ~RPV! solitons that not only differ from
the previously observed PV solitons in their properties a
physical origins, but also have many important featur
When the pump beam is switched to a background light,
taking the polarization of the background light to be stric
orthogonal to the polarization of the signal beam, RPV s
tons can become PV ones.

We already know that PV solitons come from PV effe
@1–7# and quadratic solitons come from a three-wave mix
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process@9#. The RPV solitons are a result of the followin
two physical origins: PV effect and two-wave mixing. Unlik
the investigations on quadratic solitons, in which the evo
tions of both fundamental and second harmonic waves h
been considered, the problem we are considering here
investigate the evolution of the signal beam alone in a s
tem consisting of an open-circuit PV-PR crystal and a pu
beam with a uniform spatial distribution. Note that becau
the system can amplify or absorb the signal beam, hence
a dissipative system in which soliton solutions are a resul
a double balance, i.e., diffraction is balanced by nonlinea
and loss is balanced by gain. The double balance resul
soliton solutions with fixed amplitude and width for the fixe
values of system parameters because a total balance is
sible only at some fixed values of system parameters@10#.
Spatial solitons in some dissipative systems have been in
tigated, such as a weakly saturated amplifying or absorb
medium for an imaginary physical system theoretically@11#
and a self-focusing semiconductor gain medium experim
tally @12#. The propagation of a Gaussian light beam in
nonlinear medium with a complex susceptibility was d
cussed@13#. These investigations have shown that there i
significant difference between solitons in dissipative a
Hamiltonian systems. We know that a system is a Ham
tonian one if it does not include the effects of both gain a
loss, such as a PV-PR crystal when the effect of absorptio
not taken into account. Soliton solutions in Hamiltonian sy
tems are the result of a single balance between diffrac
and nonlinearity. The single balance results in stationary
lutions with arbitrary amplitude, which usually forms a on
parameter family@10#. PV solitons are supported by Hami
tonian systems, whereas RPV solitons are supported
dissipative ones. Therefore, RPV solitons must be sign
cantly different from the previously observed PV solitons

The concept of self-focusing or defocusing via wave m
ing in biased PR crystals or PR oscillators and its applicat
in soliton formation have been put forward by Vaupel a
co-workers@14,15#, in which the mechanism to support th
self-focusing or defocusing arises from both, the spatia
nonuniform screening of the applied field and two-wa
mixing. Very recently, Cohenet al. @16# proposed a new kind
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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of spatial solitons, namely, holographic solitons that
solely supported by cross-phase modulation arising from
grating induced by PR two-wave mixing for the special ca
without energy exchange between the two beams. Hence
holographic solitons are supported by a Hamiltonian syst

In this paper, we develop a theory to describe the ab
open-circuit PV dissipative system in one dimension a
steady state. We obtain a propagation equation of the si
beam and its exact bright and dark analytical solutions
the case that the signal beam is much weaker than the p
beam. Our results show that the signal beam can evolve
a bright ~or dark! soliton. Numerical simulations show tha
these solitons are stable relative to small perturbations.
propose a relatively simple method to write down the pro
gation equation by simply treating the whole nonlinear p
cess as a superposition of the PV effect and two-wave m
ing. These two mechanisms, however, are the two aspec
the same phenomenon related to propagation and intera
of the two laser beams in PV-PR media. Hence the propa
tion equation should result from a general model such as
one introduced by Zozulya and Anderson@17#. By use of this
model, some problems about the propagation of light bea
in PR medium were investigated, such as snake instab
and creation of optical vortices@18#, symmetry breaking to
spatial turbulence@19#, as well as solitary attractors and low
order filamentation@20#. Nevertheless, our simple metho
allows us to avoid some cumbersome derivations and
result arising from the simple method will coincide with th
final result arising from the general model for very we
index modulation and for soliton beam much weaker than
pump beam, however, which does not mean those
mechanisms act separately.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the nonl
earity of the dissipative system is described and the pro
gation equation of the signal beam is derived. In Sec. III,
exact analytical bright and dark soliton solutions are o
tained. In Sec. IV, the properties of the solitons are analyz
In Sec. V, we do some numerical works to investigate
propagation and stability of the solitons as well as the in
ence of linear loss on the propagation and stability. Fina
we draw some conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. NONLINEAR AND WAVE EQUATION

Consider the schematic shown in Fig. 1. The crysta
taken here to be a doped KNSNB~such as Cu:KNSBN
Si0.25Na0.75Sr1.5Br5O15 @4#! with its optical c axis oriented

FIG. 1. The schematic of a rigid photovoltaic soliton in an ope
circuit PV-PR crystal, in which the signal and pump beams
coupled to each other by PR two-wave mixing.C denotes thec axis
of the crystal.
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along thex coordinate. A one-dimensional signal beam
made to propagate along an ordinary principal axis~the z
axis! and is itself extraordinarily polarized~along thex axis!.
The signal beam is confined in thex dimension, whereas it is
extended~nondiffracting! in the second transverse directio
y. A strong pump beam with a uniform spatial distribution
both transverse dimensions also propagates along thez axis
and makes a small angleu with the signal beam in the crys
tal. The two coherent beams are coupled to each other by
two-wave mixing and then the signal beam obtains a g
from the pump beam@21#. The pump beam is also a linearl
polarized light and its polarized direction makes an anglew
with the x axis. Rotating the half-wave plate allows varyin
w, and then allows controlling the value ofgeff , the effective
electro-optic coefficient of the two-wave mixing proce
@22#. The pump beam is ane ray ~or ano ray! whenw50 ~or
p/2!. Whenw5p/2, the pump beam, in fact, has become
ordinary polarized background illumination andgeff50. In
this case, this configuration has become the one tha
needed for PV solitons@4–5#, in which the ordinary polar-
ization avoids the possible coupling between the backgro
light and the self-trapping beam.

When the signal beam is much weaker than the pu
beam, which makes a very weak index modulation, the p
turbed extraordinary refractive indexn̂e for the signal beam
can be written asn̂e5ne1Dn11Dn2 , wherene is the un-
perturbed extraordinary refractive index andDn1 results
from the PV effect andDn2 results from the two-wave mix-
ing process. First, let us considerDn1 , which can be ex-
pressed as@1# Dn152ne

3r 33Esc/2, wherer 33 is the electro-
optic coefficient, andEsc is the space-charge field. Becau
the pump beam illuminates the entire crystal uniformly,
hence induces a uniform equivalent electric field@4#: Eeq5
2kEp , wherek5Kp

p/Kp
e , andKp

p andKp
e are the PV coef-

ficients of the pump and signal beams, respectively, andEp is
the PV field constant of the PV-PR crystal for the sign
beam@1–4#. The equivalent electric field can be thought
as an externally applied field, as a result, when the d
irradiance is much weaker than the background beam,
space-charge fieldEsc in the open-circuit PV-PR crystal ca
be expressed as@4# Esc5@ I bEeq2IEp#/(I 1I b), where I
5I (x,z) is the signal beam intensity andI b is the back-
ground light intensity. For the system considered in this
per, we haveI b5I p , whereI p is the pump beam intensity
Thereby we can obtainEsc52Ep(kI p1I )/(I p1I ) and
Dn15ne

3r 33Ep(I 1kI p)/@2(I 1I p)#. We then considerDn2 ,
which can be found in Ref. @21# as Dn2
5n1(eiufpf* eiDne/2h01c.c.)/@2(I1Ip)#, where f and fp
are the slowly varying envelopes of the electric-field comp
nent of the signal and pump beams, respectively,I (x,z)
5(ne/2h0)uf(x,z)u2, I p5(ne/2h0)ufpu2, h05(m0/«0)1/2,
D5kpz cosu1kpxsinu2kz, k5nek0 , k052p/l0 , l0 is the
free-space wavelength of the lightwave employed andk and
kp are the wave vectors of the signal and pump beams,
spectively. The termn1eiu can be expressed asn1eiu

5l0(G01 iG/2)/p, where G and G0 are the intensity and
phase coupling coefficients of the codirectional two-wa
mixing process. Thusn̂e can be expressed as

-
e

7-2
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n̂e5ne1
ne

3

2
r 33Ep

I 1kI p

I 1I p
1S G01 i

G

2 D ne

2h0

fpf*

I 1I p

eiD

k0
1c.c.

~1!

On the other hand,n1eiu5 ine
3geffẼEs/(Ẽ1Es), which results

in G01 iG/25 idẼEs /(Ẽ1Es), where d5ne
3geffk0/2, Ẽ

5Ed2 iEeq, Ed54pkBT sinu/(l0e) is the diffusion field,kB
is the Boltzmann constant,e is the electron charge,T is the
absolute temperature,Es5eNAl0 /(4p««0 sinu) is the satu-
ration field, NA is the acceptor density,« is the effective
dielectric constant, and«0 is the permittivity of vacuum. The
expression forgeff is geff5g̃eff(ê•êp), whereê and êp are the
polarization vectors of the signal and pump beams, resp
tively @22#. For the configuration described above,g̃eff
5n̄3g33cosu cos(u/2)1n̄g42sin(u)sin(u/2) and (ê•êp)
5cosw, where n̄5ne /n0 , n0 is the ordinary refractive in-
dex. Thus we have

geff5n̄@ n̄2g33cosu cos~u/2!1g42sin~u!sin~u/2!#cosw.
~2!

Note that, when the pump beam is taken as an ordinary
larized background illumination, we havew5p/2, which re-
sults ingeff50 and henceG5G050.

By use of a way similar to that in Ref.@21#, in which the
coupled-wave equation for two-wave mixing was derive
but then considering the variation off in the x direction,
using Eq.~1! as the expression for the perturbed refract
index and ignoring the quadratic terms ofDn1 and Dn2 as
well as the products ofDn1 andDn2 , in the slowly varying
approximation~i.e., ignoring the term of]2f/]z2), we find
that f satisfies the following paraxial wave equation:

1

2k

]2f

]x2 1 i
]f

]z
1k0

ne
3

2
g33Ep

I 1kI p

I 1I p
f1S G02

i

2
G D I p

I 1I p
f

1 i
1

2
a0f50, ~3!

wherea0 is the absorption coefficient of the crystal. We no
rewrite the wave equation in a dimensionless form by lett
s5x/x0 , j5z/z0 , z05kx0

2, and U5(2h0I p /ne)
21/2f,

wherex0 is an arbitrary spatial width. Thus we get a dynam
cal evolution equation in term ofU as the following:

i
]U

]j
1

1

2

]2U

]s2 1s
uUu21k

11uUu2
U1~g02 ig !

U

11uUu2 1 iaU

50, ~4!

where s5xg33Ep , x5(k0x0)2ne
4/2, g05z0G0 , g5z0G/2,

and a5z0a0/2. From G01 iG/25 idẼEs /(Ẽ1Es), we can
obtain the expressions forg and g0 as g5xgeffEs(Eeq

2

1EdEds)/(Eds
2 1Eeq

2 ) and g05xgeffEeqEs
2/(Eds

2 1Eeq
2 ),

whereEds5Ed1Es .
02660
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III. EXACT ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

It is difficult to obtain an exact analytical solution of Eq
~4! in general conditions. In what follows, we solve th
equation in the condition ofuUu25I /I p!1, thereby we can
take (11uUu2)21'12uUu2, and thus the last equation be
comes

i
]U

]j
1

1

2

]2U

]s2 1~Q2 iG !U1~P1 ig !UuUu250, ~5!

whereQ5ks1g0 , G5g2a, andP5s(12k)2g0 .
In order to find the exact analytical solutions of Eq.~5!,

we should assume the pump beam intensityI p to be constant
for each value ofz. If the crystal has a small absorptio
coefficient and the intensity coupling between the signal a
pump beams is quite weak, the approximation could be
isfied very well. Selecting a value ofw, which is close top/2,
can allow the condition of weak intensity coupling to b
satisfied. For a constant value ofI p , we can use the results i
Refs.@10#, @23# to obtain the exact analytical bright and da
soliton solutions of Eq.~5!. To do so, let

U~s,j!5P21/2V~s,j!eiQj; ~6!

Eq. ~5! then becomes a standard cubic complex Ginzbu
Landau equation, but without the term of spatial spec
filtering, as the following:

i
]V

]j
1

1

2

]2V

]s2 1VuVu25 iGV2 i
g

P
VuVu2. ~7!

The bright soliton solutions of Eq.~7! can be directly written
as V(s,j)5FP1/2sech(Bs)exp$ib ln@sech(Bs)#%exp@2i(n
1Q)j# @10#. Inserting it into Eq.~6!, we obtain the bright
soliton solution of Eq.~5! as the following:

U~s,j!5F sech~Bs!exp$ ib ln@sech~Bs!#%exp~2 inj!,
~8!

where F5@3G/(2g)#1/2, B5(G/b)1/2, b5@23P1(9P2

18g2)1/2#/(2g), and n5(b221)G/(2b)2Q. Dark soliton
solutions of Eq.~7! have been found in Ref.@23# and refined
in Ref. @24# and can be written as V(s,j)
5DP1/2 tanh(Hs)exp$id ln@cosh(Hs)#%exp@2i(V1Q)j#. In-
serting it into Eq.~6!, we obtain the dark soliton solution o
Eq. ~5! as the following:

U~s,j!5D tanh~Hs!exp$ id ln@cosh~Hs!#%exp~2 iVj!,
~9!

where D5(G/g)1/2, H5@2G/(3d)#1/2, d5@3P1(9P2

18g2)1/2#/(2g), andV52G/(3d)2Q. In solutions~8! and
~9!, F andD are the amplitudes,B andH are the parameter
associated with the width,n and V represent the nonlinea
shifts of the propagation constant,b andd are the chirp pa-
rameters. These solutions show that bright and dark sp
solitons, so-called RPV solitons, can exist in an open-circ
PV-PR crystal with a gain of two-wave mixing.

If the pump beam is switched to a background illumin
tion, the absorption of the crystal is neglected and
7-3
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JINSONG LIU PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 026607 ~2003!
equivalent electric field induced by the pump beam is
taken into account, we haveg5g050, k50, anda→0, thus
P5s and Q50. For the bright soliton case, we have,F
→r 1/2, B→(rs)1/2, n→0, andb→2g/(3P)→0, where r
@5 limg,a→0 3(g2a)/(2g)# is an arbitrary positive param
eter, i.e., the amplitude of the soliton as a free paramete
this case, Eq.~8! reduces into the solution of weak amplitud
PV bright solitons as the following:

U~s,j!5Ar sech~Arss!. ~10!

An expression equivalent to this solution can be found
Ref. @2#. The necessary condition for the soliton iss.0, i.e.,
Ep.0. For the dark soliton case, we haveD→r1/2, H→
@2rs)] 1/2, V→0, and d→22g/(3P)→0, where r
@5 limg,a→0(g2a)/g# is an arbitrary positive paramete
Solution~9! reduces into the solution of weak amplitude P
dark solitons as the following:

U~s,j!5Ar tanh~A2rss!. ~11!

An expression equivalent to this solution can be found
Ref. @2#. The necessary condition for this dark soliton iss
,0, i.e.,Ep,0. The above results indicate that the system
a PV-PR crystal with a two-wave mixing gain can be eas
switched from a dissipative system to a Hamiltonian one
switching the pump beam to a background illumination, a
vice versa. As a result, the RPV solitons can then be ea
switched from the ‘‘rigid’’ ones, i.e., with fixed amplitud
and width, to the ‘‘soft’’ ones, i.e., with arbitrary amplitude
The idea of switching a soliton from rigid state to soft o
was presented first by Akhmediev and co-workers, and
system considered here is a physical counterpart for t
theoretical one@10#. This knowledge is important for design
ing new types of an all-optical switch.

IV. PROPERTIES OF RPV SOLITONS

In order to analyze the properties of RPV solitons, it
necessary to make some detailed calculations. In doing s
this section and the following sections, we takene52.27,
n052.35,«5500,g425820 pm/V, andg335200 pm/V for a
KNSBN crystal atl050.5mm. The value ofk andEp de-
pends on the polarization of the pump beam and the inten
of the signal beam. The experimental results in Ref.@4# show
that when the pump beam is ano ray and the signal beam i
an e ray, the ratiok5Kp

p/Kp
e5Kp

o/Kp
e50.4 and when the

beam intensity in the crystal is about 8 W/cm2 ~at l0
50.488mm), the PV field constantEp527 KV/cm. On the
other hand, we havek5Kp

p/Kp
e5Kp

e/Kp
e51 if the pump

beam is also ane ray. Consequently, if the pump beam h
both ordinary and extraordinary polarization components,
value ofk will be in the range of~0.4, 1!, so we can approxi-
mately takek50.5 forw587° and, if the signal beam inten
sity is taken asI 5800 mW/cm2, we can approximately take
Ep53000 V/cm. The other parameters are taken asNA
51.231016 cm23, x0515mm, u52°, andT5300 K.

At first, let us consider the conditions necessary for R
solitons, which areg.a andb.0 ~or d.0) for bright ~or
02660
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dark! case. From the definitions ofb, d, andP we know that
b and d are always positive whetherP.0 or ,0. That is,
both bright and dark RPV solitons can exist whetherP.0 or
,0, which results in the fact that both bright and dark RP
solitons can exist whetherEp.0 or ,0. This result presents
a striking contrast to the fact that the bright~or dark! PV
soliton can exist only ifEp.0 ~or ,0! @1–3#. Notice that
P.0 or ,0 means that the crystal possesses a focusin
defocusing nonlinearity. Therefore, both bright and da
RPV solitons can exist whether the medium possesses a
cusing or defocusing nonlinearity, just as do the spatial s
tons in other dissipative systems@11–13#, whereas bright or
dark PV solitons can exist when the medium possesses
a focusing or defocusing nonlinearity@1–3#.

We then consider the soliton width@intensity FWHM~full
width at half maximum!#. Although either focusing or defo
cusing nonlinearity can support a bright~or dark! RPV soli-
ton, the soliton width depends strongly on the feature of
nonlinearity. LetWb andWd denote the intensity FWHM of
bright and dark RPV solitons, respectively, from Eqs.~8! and
~9!, then we haveWb51.76x0 /B and Wd51.76x0 /H. In
order to compare them with that of weak amplitude PV so
tons, from Eqs. ~10! and ~11!, we have Wbpv
51.76x0(rs)21/2 and Wdpv51.76x0(2rs)21/2, which de-
note the intensity FWHM of weak amplitude bright and da
PV solitons, respectively. Whether the crystals possess a
cusing or defocusing nonlinearity depends on the sign ofEp .
If a positiveEp makes a focusing nonlinear, a negative o
must also make a defocusing nonlinear@26#. Some PV crys-
tals possess a PV field constant with a deterministic s
such asEp,0 for LiNbO3 @2,25#, whereas some PV crystal
~for example, BaTiO3) possess PV field constants th
change sign under polarization rotation@25#. Although the
sign ofEp for a given crystal and beam polarization is give
in order to provide a panoramic view, we calculate theEp
dependence of the width of RPV solitons forEp varying
from negative to positive values as shown in Fig. 2. Wh
Ep.0 ~or Ep,0), Wb ~or Wd) decreases asEp ~or uEpu)
increases, whereas whenEp,0 ~or Ep.0), Wb ~or Wd)
increases and, reaches its maximum value at a characteEp
and then decreases asuEpu ~or Ep) increases. BothWb and
Wd are very sensitive toEp whenEp is near the zero point
Wbpv ~or Wdpv) has a behavior similar to that forWb ~or Wd)
whenEp.0 ~or Ep,0). The crystal possesses a focusing
defocusing nonlinearity whenEp.0 or Ep,0 becauseP is

FIG. 2. The intensity FWHM varying with the PV field consta
at a50.09. r 50.1 andr50.1 for bright and dark PV solitons
respectively.
7-4
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EXISTENCE AND STABILITY OF RIGID . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 026607 ~2003!
positive whenEp.0, whereas negative whenEp,0. The
above results show that although either focusing or defoc
ing nonlinearity can support a RPV bright~or dark! soliton,
the width of the soliton is much narrower in the focusing~or
defocusing! case than that in the defocusing~or focusing!
case.

Finally, we consider the wave front of RPV solitons. Le
ting fb(s) and fd(s) denote the wave fronts of bright an
dark RPV solitons, respectively, from solutions~8! and ~9!,
we have

fb5b ln@sech~Bs!#'H 2@~g2a!/2#s2, s<Wb/3.53

b~ ln 26Bs!, s.Wb/3.53,
~12!

fd5d ln@cosh~Hs!#'H @~g2a!/3#s2, s<Wd/3.53

2d~ ln 26Hs!, s.Wd/3.53.
~13!

Obviously, RPV solitons have nonuniform wave front, whi
are parabolic near axis and become progressively linear
axis, whereas PV solitons have uniform wave front@1–3#. As
mentioned above, the focusing~or defocusing! nonlinearity
creates smaller values ofWb ~or Wd), whereas the defocus
ing ~or focusing! nonlinearity creates larger values ofWb ~or
Wd). As a result, the linear function will dominatefb ~or
fd) for focusing~or defocusing! case, whereas the parabol
function will dominatefb ~or fd) for defocusing~or focus-
ing! case. Becauseb, d, B, andH depend onEp , the wave
front profiles will change withEp ~see Fig. 3!. As we can
see,fb,0 andfd.0. Thereby, bright and dark RPV sol
tons are divergent and converging beams, respectively.

V. PROPAGATION AND STABILITY OF RPV SOLITONS

In this section, we investigate the questions of the pro
gation and stability of bright RPV solitons by use of a n
merical approach. The values ofne , n0 , «, g42, g33, NA , k,
Ep , w, u, l0 , x0 , andT are taken as same as given in Se
IV. From these values, we haveG50.81 cm21 and G05
20.88 cm21. First, let us consider the propagation of
bright RPV soliton ata050.54 cm21. The corresponding
values of those dimensionless system parameters in Eq~5!
area50.17,g50.26,g0520.56,s528, andk50.5. Tak-

FIG. 3. Phase profiles of a bright and dark RPV soliton,fb and
fd , at a50.09. The circles denotefb for Ep50, 1500, 3000,
21500,23000 ~from top to bottom!. The triangles denotefd for
Ep53000, 1500,23000,21500, 0~from top to bottom!.
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ing these values into Eq.~8!, we get a bright RPV soliton
with the following values of the solution parametersF5F0
50.71, B5B052.7, b5b050.012, andn5n05217. This
bright RPV soliton possesses a width~intensity FWHM! to
be 9.7 mm and a ratio ofI /I p5F0

250.49. The dynamical
evolution of the solitary beam can be obtained by nume
cally solving Eq.~5! with the above values ofa, g, g0 , s,
andk. As expected, our results confirm that the soliton sta
remain invariant with propagation distance, as shown in F
4 ~calculated toj510, i.e.,z'6.7 cm).

We then consider the stability of these solitons relative
small perturbations of the initial conditions. In general,
soliton is stable if, after a small perturbation, it approach
some stationary state. We have studied the stability of
solitons numerically, by adding small perturbations to ex
solution~8! and solving the full nonlinear equation~5!. To do
so, by takingF5F01DF, B5B01DB, b5b0 , andn5n0
into Eq. ~8!, we can get a beam whose amplitude and wid
are slightly different from those of an exact solution of E
~5!. The dynamical evolution of these pretreated beams
then be obtained by numerically solving Eq.~5! with the
above values of the dimensionless system parameters. F
5 shows an example forz53.4 cm. As we can see, the bea
reshapes itself and tries to evolve into a solitary wave in
medium. Our calculations also show that for this set of s
tem parameters, whenuDFu<0.04 andDB50 as well as
DF50 and uDBu<0.1, these solitons are stable. Figures
and 7 give the dynamics of the peak solitary beam inten
for different values ofDF and DB. When DFÞ0 or DB
Þ0, the intensity converges towardDF50 and DB50.

FIG. 4. Simultaneous propagation of a RPV bright soliton~in-
tensity profiles!. System parameters:a50.17, g50.26, g05
20.56, s528, and k50.4. Solution parameters:F50.72, B
52.7, b50.012, andn5217. Input conditions:DF50 and DB
50.

FIG. 5. Dynamical evolution towards the solitary wave~inten-
sity profiles!. System and solution parameters are the same a
Fig. 4. Input conditions:DF520.04 andDB50.
7-5
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These results indicate that the bright RPV solitons are st
against small perturbations in both amplitude and width.

Finally, we consider the influence of linear loss on t
propagation of RPV solitons in PV-PR crystals. In Eq.~5!,
G5g2a denotes a net gain. Different values ofG will ap-
pear for different values ofa. The beam at the input is as
sumed to be a bright soliton solution of Eq.~5!, i.e., solution
~8! with F50.72, B52.7, b50.012, andn5217, coming
from the system parametersa50.17, g50.26, g0520.56,
s528, andk50.5 with a net gainG5G050.09. LetDG
5G2G0 denote the variation in the net gain whena
Þ0.17. The evolution of the beam in the crystal is then
vestigated by solving Eq.~5! with g50.26, g0520.56, s
528, andk50.4 for a50, 0.13, 0.17, 0.2, and 0.25~the
corresponding actual values area050, 0.41, 0.54, 0.62, and
0.78 cm21!, which makesDG50.17, 0.04, 0,20.03, and
20.07, respectively. The dynamics of the beam in the cry
is depicted in Fig. 8. The figures show that the beam exhi
a different evolution feature for different sign ofDG. When
DG,0, which corresponds to the excess loss case, the in
sity of the beam decreases with propagation distance bec
the gain cannot overcome the loss and then the beam is
gressively absorbed as it propagates and, consequently
beam cannot evolve into a stable RPV soliton irrespective
how largeuDGu is, as shown in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!. However,
whenDG.0, which corresponds to the excess gain case,
intensity of the beam incessantly increases with propaga
distance and the beam finally becomes a divergent one f
big value ofDG, such asDG50.17, as shown in Fig. 8~c!,

FIG. 6. Dynamics of the normalized peak solitary beam int
sity. System and solution parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.
conditions:DB50 andDF50.04, 0.01, 0,20.01,20.04~from top
to bottom!.

FIG. 7. Dynamics of the normalized peak solitary beam int
sity. System and solution parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.
conditions:DF50 andDB520.1, 20.05, 20.01, 0, 0.01, 0.05,
0.1 ~from top to bottom!.
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whereas the intensity of the beam is amplified initially a
then reaches a saturation value, and the beam finally evo
into a stable RPV soliton for a small value ofDG, such as
DG50.04, as shown in Fig. 8~d!. In the last case, the beam
loses its energy until it converges to a stationary state and
self-trapping is then said to be stable.

VI. CONCLUSION

We suggest using a KNSBN crystal with a configuratio
which can be obtained by putting a half-wave plate into

-
put

-
put

FIG. 8. The effect of loss on the evolution of a beam in a P
amplifying or absorbing system. The input beam is a bright R
solitary solution withF50.72,B52.7,b50.012, andn5217. The
system parameters areg50.26,s528, b5214, g0520.56; and
~a! a50.2, DG520.03; ~b! a50.25, DG520.07; ~c! a50,
DG50.17, and~d! a50.13,DG50.04.
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illuminate beam path in the configuration needed for PV s
tons @4#, to generate and observe RPV solitons. In order
observe the soliton beam without disturbing from the pu
beam, one can take a manner, which is similar to that
monitoring the incoherently coupled PR soliton pa
@27,28#, to monitor RPV solitons.

In conclusion, we have shown that a different type
soliton can exist in open-circuit PV-PR materials when
self-trapping beam couples coherently with a pump beam
two-wave mixing, obtained an exact analytical solution
the soliton under the condition that the pump beam is m
r,

.

C.

C.

.

C

o,

-

B
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stronger than the self-trapping beam, discussed the un
properties and stability of these solitons as well as the in
ence of linear loss on the propagation and stability, and c
sidered the configuration and methods necessary for gen
ing and observing RPV solitons.
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